Tobacco / nicotine addiction is widely recognized as a bona fide
chronic relapsing (yet treatable) disorder. Despite the
clinically meaningful outcomes in treatment a culture of neglect
prevails among many healthcare providers.
What is a physician’s duty when encountering a patient who
smokes? Based on the principles of Canadian tort law, the
authors postulate that a physician’s failure to treat tobacco
addiction may constitute a failure to meet Standards of Care
(SOC). Obvious difficulties may exist to sufficiently proximate
tobacco-related injuries to the alleged breach of a physician’s
duty to care, making a successful tort case and allocation of
damages unlikely. However, the greatest potential risk for
physicians is considered to be that of a successful assertion of
negligence with possible regulatory disciplinary action.
The Canadian health community, especially Mental Health,
appears to be oblivious to their legal duty to treat this condition,
and may be considered medico-legally vulnerable.
It is expected that the profession may only wake up to the
reality of its members’ duty to treat tobacco addiction in the
face of imminent threats of litigation.

Generally, a physician’s fiduciary Duty of Care (DOC) will be said to exist ONLY where the insult event
suffered by the patient was a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the Dr’s acts /omissions.
Similar to treating / referring for treatment for other chronic diseases, it is reasonable to assume that a
physician has a duty to care for TD, which may include either primary Rx provision, or ensuring continuity
of care. This may be the case, unless explicitly instructed, by the patient, not to do so.

Physicians are, legally, not expected to know everything, but in making a diagnosis and in Rx, a physician
must exercise reasonable care, skill, and judgment.
In exercising the DOC, a physician will only be held to the standards of a “reasonable physician of like
training, qualifications and experience”.
To meet SOC, physicians are generally “expected to act in the same way as what a reasonable
physician with comparable training would act in the same circumstances”, which is specialty-specific.
The SOC also correlates with any changes to the body of scientific evidence & professional standards.
Physicians are expected to remain updated on changes as SOC are measured against what the
reasonably competent practitioner “ought to have known and “ought to have done” at the time
when the alleged negligence, leading to the alleged damages, occurred.
Process: Once the patient has established that a DOC existed, the plaintiff must prove that there was a
breach of that DOC. This has the necessary step that the required SOC was not met. Such SOC exist in
the contexts of screening, case finding, diagnosis, treatment, and continuity of care.

Assuming a DOC has been established, and a failure to meet SOC
has been proven, the issue of causation remains problematic. The
notion that a plaintiff must prove with scientific certainty that
negligence caused the plaintiff’s injuries, has been rejected. Rather,
the court upheld the traditional tort law test that a plaintiff must still
prove causation of injuries according to the civil standard of a
balance of probabilities.
Recently it was ruled that in the “absence of evidence to the
contrary, a reasonable inference can be made that the tortious acts
of the defendant substantially contributed to the injury”.
Nonetheless, a patient who seeks to sue a physician for not
providing TDRx, and who demonstrates that the physician had a
DOC, has not met the expected SOC, will further have to
demonstrate on the balance of probabilities that, had the TDRx
been given, he or she would have quit, and further still that,
following the such successful treatment, the damages would not
have occurred”.

Tobacco kills, but addiction is a treatable disease.
Unless waived, a legal Duty of Care exists.
Failure to treat = Failure to meet SOC = Negligence.
Most salient challenge = Causation, making tort risk is low, but
any challenge may stimulate behavior change.

*Fiore M.C., et al. Clinical Practice Guideline: Treating Tobacco Use and Dependence, 2008 Update (Adapted(.

What are the potential Legal Causes of Action?
The failure to diagnose, the failure to treat, the failure to ensure
continuity of care, or a failure to advise of medical risks (with
recognition of the relevant “threshold time” concept), could be
assessed under three possible legal ‘causes of action’:
•! Breach of contract,
•! Negligence,
•! Breach of fiduciary duty.
Canadian courts have preferred to view cases of physician
malpractice as incidents of alleged negligence:
[MacLachlan J. in Arndt v. Smith, [1997] 2 S.C.R. 539 at para. 38],
Regarding the application of fiduciary law a ruling followed:

...I would reject the alternative approach of fiduciary
obligation proposed by the respondent... I see no reason
to depart from the approach which considers the failure of
a physician to advise of medical risks under the law of
negligence relating to duty of care, absent special
circumstances like fraudulent misrepresentation or abuse
of power for an unprofessional end”

1.! “It is essential that clinicians and health care delivery systems consistently identify and document tobacco use status and treat every
tobacco user seen in a health care setting.
2.! Tobacco dependence (TD) is a chronic disease that often requires repeated intervention and multiple attempts to quit. Effective
treatments exist, however, that can significantly increase rates of long-term abstinence.
3.! TDRx is effective across a broad range of populations. Clinicians should encourage every patient willing to make a quit attempt to use
the counseling treatments and medications recommended in this Guideline (see adjusted #6).
4.! Brief TDRx is effective. Clinicians should offer every patient who uses tobacco at least the brief treatments shown to be effective in
this Guideline.
5.! Individual, group, and telephone counseling are effective, and their effectiveness increases with treatment intensity. Two components
of counseling are especially effective, and clinicians should use these when counseling patients making a quit attempt: Practical
counseling (problem solving/skills training), Social support delivered as part of treatment
6.! Effective medications are available for TD, and clinicians should encourage their use by all patients attempting to quit smoking—except
when medically contraindicated or with specific populations for which there is insufficient evidence of effectiveness (i.e., pregnant
women, smokeless tobacco users, light smokers, and adolescents). Six (Canada) first-line medications reliably increase STA.
Includes: bupropion SR, NRT, and varenicline.
7.! Counseling and medication are effective when used by themselves for treating TD. The combination of counseling and medication,
however, is more effective than either alone. Thus, clinicians should encourage all individuals making a quit attempt to use both
counseling and medication.
8.! Telephone quitline counseling is effective with diverse populations and has broad reach. Therefore, both clinicians and health care
delivery systems should ensure patient access to quitlines and promote quitline use.
9.! If a tobacco user currently is unwilling to make a quit attempt, clinicians should use the motivational treatments in increasing future
quit attempts.
10.! TDRx are both clinically effective and highly cost-effective relative to interventions for other clinical disorders. Providing coverage for
these treatments increases quit rates. Insurers and purchasers should ensure that all insurance plans include the counseling and
medication identified as effective as covered benefits”.

1.! Doctors may wish to wake up to the reality of the legal risk.
2.! Stay current and model practice within “threshold times”.
3.! Meet SOC by diagnosing TD and by routinely providing EBRx,
unless explicitly instructed not to do so. This includes a routine
combination of pharmacotherapy and psychosocial
interventions.
4.! Routinely caution against second-hand smoke.
5.! Avoid association with and acting as a secondary vector.
6.! “Document, document, document”.

Sufficient evidence exists to guide physicians on how to
treat addiction, especially tobacco addiction.
Why are are we not following the evidence?
The avenue of systematically provoking disciplinary action
under provincial legislation, or formal legal challenges,
under the rules of tort law, may pave the way for profound
changes in professional practice.
This strategy, albeit bloody, polarizing, and painful,
has been underutilized.

